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Multifrequency EPR spectra in the 94 to 550 GHz range were
performed on solid air samples condensed at 5 K in the waveguide
of a single pass probe. The spectra of molecular oxygen were
observed and interpreted in the frame of the spin Hamiltonian
model as axial S 5 1 spectra with a zero field splitting parameter

5 3.572(3) cm21. The result of this study is relevant in the field
f high field–high frequency EPR application in which solid air O2

is a common paramagnetic impurity. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: EPR; high-field; molecular oxygen; triplet; zero field
splitting.

Molecular oxygen (O2) is a paramagnetic molecule with
3S g

2 ground state. Gas phase EPR studies on the ground
of O2, as well as on other paramagnetic molecules in the
phase, date back to the 1950s (1–5). The gas phase EP
pectrum of O2 is fairly complicated due to the coupling
rbital angular momentumL , spin angular momentumS, and

the rigid body angular momentum of the moleculeN. The
spectrum shows a fine structure in which the dipolar spin–
and spin–orbit components play the major role (6).

In condensed phases, however, the molecular rotation
efficiently quenched and the EPR properties of O2 change
accordingly. EPR spectra of O2 have been observed at lo
temperature in nitrogen and in CO2 matrices at both X- an
Q-band microwave frequencies (7). The signals arising from
O2 that are observed using X-band EPR at low temperatur
indeed be attributed to anS 5 1 species with large zero fie
splitting (zfs), but these triplet spectra are obviously inc
plete as they show only one component (see below). More
at higher concentration the X-band spectrum broadens be
observability. EPR spectra were also observed at 4 and
(75 and 37.5 GHz, respectively) in low-temperature exp
ments on O2 trapped inb-quinol. The spectra of oxygen
these clathrate crystals were interpreted in the frame
hindered rotation model (8).

With the development of high frequency–high field E
pectroscopy (HF2-EPR,.95 GHz) (9–16), informal reports

of the observation of signals from molecular oxygen ari
from condensed air in low-temperature experiments hav
come common, but no systematic study of these signal

been attempted. This contribution is intended to fill this voidp
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by presenting a multifrequency, low-temperature study o
HF2-EPR spectra that are due to O2 in condensed air. W
believe that this study will therefore be of utility to the
panding HF2-EPR community, for whom molecular oxygen
mainly an undesired impurity.

The simplest way one can “prepare” the sample investig
in this work is either to decrease the temperature in the sa
chamber without evacuating and/or flushing it with helium
or by freezing a sample solution contaminated with at
spheric oxygen. Another reported case in which air–O2 signals

ccur is when there is a cold leak in the variable temper
pparatus. The amount of molecular oxygen that can be
ensed is quite significant, as shown by a simple calcula
any EPR spectrometers in use at millimeter and submill

er wavelengths are implemented with probeheads using
allic circular oversized waveguides. If one takes a 1-m se
f a typical waveguide with an inner diameter of 10 mm
ssumes that the air contained in it at room temperature
enses at 4.2 K, then this volume of oxygen amounts to3
024 mol; that is to say 43 1020 spins. Even condensing

volume of air six orders of magnitude smaller and taking
account the distribution of the EPR intensity over the
structure of the spectrum, one would still have a numbe
spins per gauss that is observable even in low sensi
experiments. It is thus clear how molecular oxygen can bec
a very common impurity in HF2-EPR whenever the radiati
used has a radiation quantum that is comparable to or l
than the observed zfs of the system. We report here the2-
EPR spectra of the air mixture that condenses at temper
lower than 75 K in the transmission probe in use at
NHMFL. The spectrometer itself has been described p
ously (16). For comparison, the spectra reported in refer
7) were obtained at low temperature in a nitrogen matrix a

2 concentration ranging from 30 ppm to;1% by volume. In
the condensed air samples we are concerned with, th2
concentration is thus up to several orders of magnitude hi

At temperatures lower than;54 K the air sample is soli
he pure solid O2 antiferromagnetically ordered phases (a- and

b-O2) (17), if present, could be observed by multifreque
ntiferromagnetic resonance experiments (18). But in our sam

,les the oxygen molecules are dispersed in the solid nitrogen
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376 COMMUNICATIONS
matrix and behave as idealS5 1 paramagnets. These give r
to the typical triplet powder-pattern spectra as shown in F
1 and 2 for 94 and 328 GHz, respectively. The HF2-EPR
pectrum of the same sample over the entire 94 to 550
requency range is reported in Fig. 3 in the form of a freque
ersus resonant transition field plot. The specific location
he transitions in Fig. 3 will be of assistance to workers in
F2-EPR area when confronted with cases where the

ambiguity about whether a given signal is due to a triple

FIG. 1. 94.00 GHz EPR spectrum of O2 in solid air at 5 K. Top
xperimental; bottom, simulation. Experimental conditions: field sweep
.1 T/min; field modulation frequency, 8 kHz; modulation amplitude, 1.5

ock-in time constant, 0.3 s. Simulation parameters,S 5 1 with D 5 3.572
m21 andg 5 2.000;single-crystal linewidths used in the powder spect
alculation, 20 mT (perpendicular peaks) and 10 mT (parallel peaks).

FIG. 2. 328.00 GHz EPR spectrum of O2 in solid air at 5 K. Top
xperimental; bottom, simulation. Experimental conditions as in legend t
. Simulation parameters as in legend to Fig. 1 except for the single-c

inewidths which were fixed at 20 mT (perpendicular peaks) and 5 mT (pa
eaks). The amplitude of the features labeledBz1 andBx2 in the observed an
the calculated spectra were multiplied by a factor 10.
s.

z
y

of
e
is
r

higher multiplet) spin state of interest (19, 20), or simply due to
O2 contaminant.

The interpretation of the multifrequency spectra is stra
forward using a spin Hamiltonian of the form

H 5 gmBBSz 1 DSSz
2 2

S~S1 1!

3 D . [1]

The transitions fields reported in Fig. 3 were fitted us
Wasserman’s equations (21), with our own program whic
performs a nonlinear regression based on the Levenberg
quardt method (20). The result of the fitting procedure for ea

articular transition among the triplet sublevels is shown
ontinuous line in Fig. 3. The fitting procedure converged
5 2 3 1027 for aD value of 3.572(3) cm21, while fixing the

g value isotropic and equal to 2.000. Attempts to fit the dat
allowing theg values to vary did not improve the fit. The er
in D is mainly determined by the experimental uncertaint
the observed transition fields, which in turn depends on
sweep rate and linearity of the magnetic field and on
linewidth. Only those data that were taken at low sweep
(0.1 T/min), and thus with high accuracy, were used in
fitting procedure. These data amount to 14 of the 36 trans
fields reported in Fig. 3 and are indicated in this figure as
squares. Simulations (22) of the spectra at 94 and 328 GHz
5 K with the calculated spin Hamiltonian parameters as a
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In these figure
transitions are labeled according to Wasserman (21); Bz1 cor-
responds to the parallel transitionuS 5 1, M s 5 0&3 u1, 11&

ndBz2 to u1, 0&3 u1, 21&, Bmin is the off-axis turning point o
the DM s 5 62 transition, whileBx1 and Bx2 are the perpen-

e,
;

g.
tal
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FIG. 3. Frequency versus magnetic field plot of the transition fi
observed in the HF2–EPR spectra of O2 in solid air in the 94–550 GH
requency range. The squares are experimental points: empty squares
he high precision data used in the fitting procedure (see text). The lin
alculated for a triplet state withD 5 3.572(3) cm21 andg 5 2.000. The

arrow represents the feature observed in Ref. (7).
dicular transitions. Minor discrepancies between the calculated
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377COMMUNICATIONS
and observed relative amplitudes in Figs. 1 and 2 can be
either to slight temperature fluctuations of the sample du
the sweep or to incomplete characterization of the linew
anisotropy in the simulations. The weak signal at very low
present only in the experimental spectrum at 94 GHz is
identified. Resonance field variations on the order of 50
were observed in these EPR spectra upon an increase fro
10 K and the signal intensity decreases as well. These sp
variations can be due to a temperature dependence of the
observed in different species (23). For this reason it must b
tressed that the above fit parameters are those of the sys
K. A complete investigation of the temperature depend

f the spectrum is beyond the scope of this Communicat
These results from dilute, solid phase O2 can be compared

hose from gas phase spectra and to those in solid matrice7).
The fine structure parameterD is in all cases the sum of tw
contributions: the spin–spin dipolar contribution and the s
orbit contribution. These two contributions cannot be disen
gled within the spin Hamiltonian model where the differ
interactions are treated parametrically. As far as the gas
spectrum is concerned, the zfs can be represented as an
tive spin Hamiltonian for the free molecule that, conside
the molecular rotations negligible, is given by (2)

H 5
2

3
~l0 1 l1j 1 l2j

2!~3Sz
2 2 S2!, [2]

here the fine structure parameterD is expressed as an exp
sion in the variablej, which is defined in terms of the eq
librium and instantaneous internuclear distances, respect
R0 andR, asj 5 (R 2 R0)/R0. The l i terms in Eq. [2] ar
treated simply as fit parameters; to give them a physical m
ing it is necessary to address more sophisticated theor
tools than those provided by the spin Hamiltonian model (2). In
the solid,j is expected to be small; thus from Eqs. [1] and
the zfs splitting parameterD arises only froml0. From the ga
phase spectra (1, 2), D 5 2l 0 5 3.96 cm21, as opposed to th
value of 3.572 cm21 found here. It must be noted, however, t
he gas phase spectra were recorded at room and to
itrogen temperatures on a pure low-pressure oxygen gas
le. Therefore it is difficult to compare these two cases. A m
eaningful comparison can be made with the experimen

ormed on a 30 ppm mixture of O2 in nitrogen at 8.928 GH
and 6.8 K, although the spectra were incomplete due to
limitations and show a single feature, centered at 1.146
arising from a turning point in the powder pattern (7). The
calculated resonance field for a perpendicular transition
triplet of D 5 3.572 cm21 at 8.928 GHz is 1.1497(30) Tes
This transition is labeledBx2 in our model as shown in Fig.
where the position of this feature has been indicated b
arrow. Taking into account the experimental error, the s
temperature difference, and the fact that the zfs is influe

both by the nature of the matrix and by the oxygen concentr
ue
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tion (5), we can consider the agreement quite satisfacto
this case. A comparison should be also made with the
spectra of O2 molecules trapped inb-quinol clathrate (8). In the
crystal b-quinol contains nearly spherical cages which
properly accommodate a variety of gas molecules. The
temperature EPR spectra of trapped molecular oxygen
corded at 75 and 38 GHz, can be interpreted in the frame
hindered rotation model in which the hindrance to rotatio
described by an appropriate potential function (8). When the
potential is infinite, that is when the molecular axis is fixed,
zfs parameterD equals 3.93 cm21. The effect of partially
hindered rotation is the reduction of the zfs parameter from
value to the observed value of 3.03 cm21. According to this
model it is apparent that for O2 in solid air and in other soli
matrices, the hindrance to rotation is more effective than i
case of theb-quinol clathrate. The close resemblance betw
the fixed axis value of the zfs parameter for the trap
molecule (3.93 cm21) and that reported for the gas ph
molecule (3.96 cm21) must be fortuitous. It may be of som
interest in molecular physics to repeat the experimen
references (1, 7, 8) at the high frequencies and fields n
available in a number of laboratories.
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